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“The way we pay is changing, with fewer cash transactions
and new payment methods emerging. These new payment

methods better reflect changes in shopping habits by
allowing people to delay payment for online purchases

until after they’ve received the item or split the cost to ease
the pressure on household finances.”

– Thomas Slide, Senior Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

While there are currently more card payments than ever before, the emergence of new ways to pay
makes it entirely possible that we will reach a cardless economy, before we see a cashless one.

• Payments are becoming a key battleground for retailers
• A cardless future may come sooner than cashless one
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Cash continues to be the most widely used
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PayPal is the most popular smartphone payment method
Figure 33: Smartphone payment methods used in the last three months, November 2019

Debit cards and cash are preferred for smaller purchases
Figure 34: Payment preferences, by type of purchase, November 2019

Credit card use increases with age
Figure 35: Preferred payment options for online purchases under £30, by age group, October 2019

18-24 year olds snub cards to get credit for larger purchases
Figure 36: 18-24 year olds’ payment preferences when shopping online, October 2019

Contrasting attitudes towards cash across the country

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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Payments by Smart Device

Payment Preferences
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Figure 37: Preferred payment method for in-store purchases under £30, by region, October 2019

Speed of checkout is most important for low-value purchases
Figure 38: Important factors in deciding how to pay for everyday purchases, November 2019

But protection takes precedence for larger purchases
Figure 39: Important factors in deciding how to pay for higher value purchases, November 2019

Almost two thirds regularly carry cash
Figure 40: Frequency of carrying cash, November 2019

Cash carriers rely on more traditional forms of payment
Figure 41: Difference in payment methods used in the last 3 months between those who carry cash all or most of the time and
everyone else, November 2019

Half of under-35s still carry cash most of the time
Figure 42: Carry cash all or most of the time, by age group, November 2019

Built-in fingerprint technology holds appeal
Figure 43: Interest in payment innovations, November 2019

Delayed charging holds greatest appeal to 25-34 year olds
Figure 44: Interest in payment innovations, November 2019

Consumers want speed, but not if it means less security
Figure 45: Payment behaviours, November 2019

Different attitudes towards sharing and saving data
Figure 46: Attitudes toward sharing and saving data, by age and gender, October 2019

Guest checkout vs setting up an account
Figure 47: Attitudes towards payment methods, November 2019

New payment technologies are making it too easy to spend
Figure 48: “New payment technologies make it too easy to spend money”, by age and gender, November 2019

Majority of all age groups think cash will persist
Figure 49: “There will always be a need for cash”, by age group, November 2019

People in the North of England are most attached to cash
Figure 50: “There will always be a need for cash”, by region, November 2019

A continued reliance on ATMs
Figure 51: Ways of accessing cash, by age group, November 2019

Abbreviations

Important Factors in Deciding How to Pay

Frequency of Carrying Cash

Attitudes Towards Payment Innovations

Payment Behaviours

Attitudes Towards Payment Methods

Attitudes Towards Cash

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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Consumer research methodology
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